
History Day Checklist for Websites and Exhibit Boards  
 
Here is what your students should work on over the course of the History Day project.  This is what we 
will work on during our in class work days.  Your student should also work on them at home.  Students 
keep all of their documents in their google drive which they can access from any internet connection. 
They just need to go to isd622.org, click on the student tab and then click on student email.  
 
There are five parts to the project  

● Background (what life was like before their topic) 
● Build Up (what was happening right before their topic) 
● Heart of the Story (information on the main idea of their project) We will start with this section first.  
● Short Term Effects (what happened right after their topic) 
● Long Term Effects (what is the significance many months, years later or today of their topic) 

Each part of the project needs a paragraph of research, quotes and pictures.  
 
Project Template: 
One of the very first things we will work on is the project template. On this google document students will 
record research questions for each section of the project.  This will be saved in their documents so they 
can also refer back to what questions need to be answered for each section of the project.  
  
Research:  
  All students should be conducting research on the five parts of the project.  Research means: 

● reading a source (website, book, article, document) 
● jotting down facts and information about their topic in their own words 
● quoting significant sentences from the source  
● recording quotes that are in the sources they read  

All of these these things can be recorded on a blue note recording sheet provided by the teacher  
 

Bibliography: 
As students are researching they should record their sources on easybib.com. These should be 
transferred into a bibliography document in their google drive.  Students should use credible sources. 
They should also use a variety of sources: books, websites, letters, journals, pictures, graphs, 
newspapers, etc. Taking your student to the library to explore would be very helpful.  

 
Paragraph Writing: 
Once their research is complete they will type up their notes into a paragraph about that section. Each 
paragraph should have a topic sentence and about 4-6 detail sentences to support the topic sentence. 
Each of these paragraphs need to be edited for things like capitals, periods, and complete sentences 
that make sense.  
 
Quotes: 
Once paragraphs are typed up students should type up the quotes that they have recorded on their 
blue notes sheets. If students do not have quotes on their blue sheets they will need to go back to the 



sources they have already used or look up new sources to find quotes.  They can also quote the 
sources themselves.  They should have 3-5 quotes to support each paragraph they have.  
 
Pictures: 
Once students have finished their paragraphs and typed up their quotes they can then look for 
pictures.  They should have 3-5 pictures to support each paragraph.  The best idea is to go back to the 
source that they used to get pictures from there.  If they use google images to find pictures they need 
to click on View Page to make sure it is coming from a credible source.  Each picture they use needs 
to also be cited on easybib.com.  On easybib.com they should click on the All 59 Options tab and click 
on Digital Image.  
 
Here are checklists you can use with your student to monitor their progress 
 
Research Checklist                                                    Paragraph Typing Checklist  
_____   Research on Heart of the Story  _____   Paragraph on Heart of the Story  
_____   Research on the background  _____   Paragraph on the background  
_____   Research on the build up  _____   Paragraph on the build up  
_____   Research on the short term effects  _____   Paragraph on the short term effects  
_____   Research on the long term effects  _____   Paragraph on the long term effects  
 
Bibliography Checklist  
_____  all books, websites, articles and documents are put through easybib.com to create a citation and 
transferred to a bibliography document  
 
Quote Checklist                                                          Picture Checklist  
_____   3-5 quotes about Heart of the Story  _____   3-5 pictures for Heart of the Story  
_____   3-5 quotes about the background  _____   3-5 pictures for the background  
_____   3-5 quotes about the build up  _____   3-5 pictures for the build up  
_____   3-5 quotes about the short term effects  _____   3-5 pictures for the short term effects  
_____   3-5 quotes about the long term effects  _____   3-5 pictures for the long term effects  
 
Things that parents can do to be supportive: 
_____ set aside some time each week for your student to work on their project  
_____ take your student to the library to help them get books on their topic 
_____ read a difficult source with your student to help them with vocabulary  
_____ ask to see what research your student has done on a blue note sheet for each section 
_____ ask to see what paragraphs your student has typed up in their google drive  
_____ ask to see your student’s bibliography  
_____ have your student show you how easybib.com works 
_____ help your student edit their paragraphs 
_____ continue to be a positive and supportive adult in their life  


